Late in 1356, an assembly came together under Emperor Charles IV in the city of Metz, on the western imperial frontier towards France. Among the business transacted was the promulgation of the closing chapters—twenty-four through to thirty-one—of the document which would later come to be known as the Golden Bull. The first twenty-three chapters had already been set down at an assembly held a year before in Nuremberg. Although neither meeting secured the attendance of more than a fairly modest portion of the leading men of the Empire, the events at Metz in particular were to capture the imagination of contemporaries, especially within the German heartlands of the Reich. The reasons seem plain enough. Not only was a Roman cardinal among those present at the emperor's court, but the French Dauphin attended and did homage for his imperial uncle from repeating it on French soil. The hierarchical order of the Empire itself was the subject of equally powerful ritual enactments. At a great banquet staged on the city's main market-place, the Champ-à-Seille, the emperor and empress, seated on a raised platform, received the ceremonial service of the temporal electors, as defined in the Golden Bull's newly-enacted clauses. Reports of these public spectacles underline their power to impress. Yet those same reports, almost without exception, pass in silence over the great constitutional text which was the assembly's most substantial and lasting legacy.

The meeting at Metz also claims particular prominence in a major, two-volume collection of essays on the Golden Bull, published in 2009 but arising from a conference held in 2006 (the 650th anniversary year) under the auspices of the Berlin Arbeitsstelle of the Monumenta Germaniae Historica. Among the thirty-four substantial pieces one, by Michel Margue and Michel Pauly, is specifically concerned with the place of the city in Charles IV's reign and in the making of the Empire's most famous constitutional text. However, what took place in Metz is a recurrent theme with other contributors also. The two volumes on the Golden Bull come at an opportune moment for reassessing that document's larger historical significance. The year 2006 brought a further anniversary, the two hundredth of the extinction of the Holy Roman Empire itself. It was the avowed aim of the great two-part exhibition which marked that occurrence (and at which several texts of the Golden Bull were displayed), as well as its accompanying publications, to view in long-term perspective the artefacts of the Empire's history. The Golden-Bull essays, in similar spirit, adopt a broad, contextualising approach. Indeed, it is the Bull's 'life and times', more than the processes of its making or the details of its content, which provide their subject-matter. Contributions (all of them in German) are organised in four thematic sections: 'Empire and Empire in the Fourteenth Century', 'Reich', 'Structure and Development', and 'Reception'.

2 For the development of this ceremony, see H. Heimpel, 'Königlicher Weihnachtsdienst im späteren Mittelalter', Deutsches Archiv für Erforschung des Mittelalters 39 (1983), 131-206.
reflected has, however, been variously assessed. For Karl Zeumer, in his still valuable monograph of 1908, the Golden Bull was a work of imperial legislation, expressing ‘the consistent will of the legislator’, Charles himself. Subsequent studies, by contrast, have given much weight to evidence which indicates that the emperor had come to Nuremberg with aims that were to be only very imperfectly realised in the text which eventually emerged. Far from being a general work of imperial law, some have therefore argued, the Bull, in its origins, was fundamentally a privilege – or, perhaps better, a bundle of individual privileges – in favour of the electors (of whom Charles himself was, of course, one, and whose Bohemian kingdom was especially generously favoured).

By the close of the twentieth century, however, a more nuanced, intermediate judgement, associated particularly with the work of Bernd-Ulrich Hergemöller, had come to command widespread assent. From this viewpoint, the document represented a ‘compromise’ which, while it did indeed prominently serve the electors’ interests, nevertheless also reflected Charles’s perspective and priorities as emperor.


assessment, the Bull was an accommodation between the monarch and his fellow-electors, at the expense above all of the imperial towns, whose interests Charles abandoned to the princes. As such, it exemplified the Luxemburger's mastery of 'the art of the possible'.

An element particularly emphasised in older accounts, but one which has never lost its interest for commentators, relates to what the Bull, amplified the Luxemburger's mastery of 'the art of the possible'.

86

Here, for a tradition of historiography deeply concerned with the impact of medieval imperial history upon German state-formation, was one of the emperor's more notable successes. Charles had succeeded, moreover, where the more confrontational approach of his Wittelsbach predecessor, Ludwig IV (r. 1314-47), had not. Whereas Ludwig had openly denied the papal power of ratification (as also had the electors, at Rhens in 1338), the Golden Bull simply ignored it. It did so, moreover, without challenge from the Curia, which henceforth was to have no substantive part in choosing the monarch. To many historians since the nineteenth century, the approach taken by the Golden Bull exemplified not only Charles's aversion to open conflict but also one of his personal strengths as a ruler: his Staatskunst. In some more recent works, however, praise for the emperor's statesmanship has been accompanied by a new emphasis upon the similarities in outlook and approach between Charles and his predecessor Ludwig — in their sense of majesty and in the manner of its presentation, in their actions as imperial legislators, as well as in their shared belief in the Empire's constitutional independence. This revived stress upon Charles's agency and on his own vision of rule, it will become clear, is among the more salient features of the Golden-Bull essay volumes.

Charles IV himself has long divided historical opinion. Even individual historians are to be found returning mixed judgments. Already in the mid-eighteenth century, Johann Daniel Oleneschlager was moved to wonder at the emperor's extraordinary intellectual capabilities while also condemning what he identified as Charles's miserliness, egotism and lust for power. Indeed, ambivalence and polarisation already characterised the verdicts passed on the emperor by his contemporaries and by subsequent late-medieval commentators. On the whole, German medievalists of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries could muster little enthusiasm for a monarch whose style of rule appeared entirely to shun the heroism and the stirring martial feats of their beloved high-medieval Kaiserzeit. His was instead a prosaic nature, 'averse to all adventurous plans and indeterminate goals'. Yet the general coolness towards Charles was from an early date combined with a somewhat grudging acknowledgement of important positive qualities, notably his famed diplomatic skill. Czech historians, by contrast, had traditionally celebrated him as one of their people's greatest rulers: a Bohemian king who put his hereditary kingdom first — with its clauses safeguarding Bohemia's special distinctions.


15 Barraclough, Origins of Modern Germany, p. 318.


19 For example, Haller, Epochen, p. 118 (while also acknowledging (p. 109) that Charles's age was nevertheless more 'interesting' than that of the Staufer for anyone wishing to understand the long-term course of German history).


21 Emphasized already in the nineteenth century, e.g., by the Bohemian-German Constantin Höfler: B. Frey, 'Karl IV. in der älteren Historiographie', in Kaiser Karl IV., ed. Seibt, pp. 402-03; and see also Huber, 'Karl IV.', p. 167.

Only in the later twentieth century did Charles’s reputation start to
plot a steep upward course in German historiography also, in an age now
more disposed to celebrate the pacific than the warlike arts of medieval
rulership. The anniversary of his death in 1978, tapping a burgeoning
broadly, brought forth a remarkable quantity of publications on the
Luxemburger and his times. What emerged, however, was less a new
vision of Charles than a more positive evaluation of the familiar one,
reflecting the sensitivities and agendas of Cold-War central Europe. The
emperor was, according to Ferdinand Seibt, the author of the most signi-
ficant biography from the period, a ‘constructive conservative’, who had
applied a ‘calculating, rational conception of rulership’. A pragmatist
and no ideologue, his main objective was stability. While Seibt’s judg-
ments were in some respects coloured by West German politics of the
time, views of Charles from the Communist DDR were not always very
different. Only in one respect did the late 1970s bring a significant
change of perspective, at least in the West. In place of the Germano-
centric concerns of old, directed towards the long-term course of

---

23 For publication surveys, see: P. Moraw, ‘Kaiser Karl IV. 1378-1978: Ertrag und
Schwings (Köln, 1982), 224-318; F. Graus, ‘Kaiser Karl IV.: Betrachtungen zur
Literatur eines Jubiläumsjahres (1378/1978)’, Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 28 (1980), 71-88. On the rise of the late Middle Ages as a field of study in the late
addition to the catalogue to the Nuremberg exhibition on Charles (Kaiser Karl
IV., ed. Seibt), that for the Cologne exhibition on his court architects and artists, the
Parler: Die Parler und der schöne Stil 1350-1400: europäische Kunst unter den


einer geschichtlichen Persönlichkeit’, Zeitschrift für Geschichtswissenschaft 27
(1979), 340-56 (for his ‘conservatism’, 345). For the role of West German politics

26 Thus O. Habsburg, Karl IV.: Ein europäischer Friedenfürst (München, 1978). For
the theme of ‘Europe’, see Moraw, ‘Kaiser Karl IV.’, p. 269. According to
Seibt, Charles’s policy towards Lithuania was aimed at peacefully integrating the

27 Kaiser, Reich und Region: Studien und Texte aus der Arbeit an den
Constitutiones des 14. Jahrhunderts und zur Geschichte der Monumenta Germaniae

28 P.-J. Heinig, Solide bases imperii et coloniae immobiles? Die geistlichen
Kurfürsten und der Reichsknabspatikum die Mitte des 14. Jahrhunderts’, in GB 1,
pp. 65-91.
importance as a legislator. It was, as Claudia Garnier (quoting Ernst Schubert) phrases it, 'a compromise that the emperor wanted'.

Foundations for such an assessment are laid in the opening contributions, by Jean-Marie Moeglin and Michael Menzel. Moeglin examines the contemporary and posthumous reputation of Charles's predecessor Ludwig IV as a lawmaker, while Menzel uncovers widespread traces of Ludovician texts and principles in the Golden Bull itself. As Menzel cogently argues, Charles was Ludwig's direct ideological heir to a rival he had tended to obscure.

Others draw attention to the resources which Charles himself and those around him brought to the Bull's making. Eva Schlotheuber assesses the personal capacities which earned the emperor, among some contemporaries at least, such a formidable reputation as a judge. According to those close to him, Charles combined a talent for persuasive argument with a rare quickness and confidence in judgement, in which he was capable of leaving his counsellors far behind. The emperor's intellectual formation, rooted in the Paris schools of his youth, was unusually extensive. His famed linguistic powers no doubt helped him to make a favourable impression upon non-German commentators, such as the chronicler Matteo Villani.

More than one contributor emphasises the central importance of the mid-1350s, the period of the Bull's framing, to the ideological construction of Charles's monarchy. This was greatly enriched, first of all, simply by the fact of his coronation in Rome at Easter 1355: when he returned to Germany later in the same year it was as the first generally recognised Roman emperor to set foot there for nearly 120 years. But other elements too now came together to add shape and depth to the emperor's self-presentation in the north. Some of these were linked to his Italian forays. As Robert Suckale demonstrates, the visual presentation of Charles's majesty changed in response to his time in the south.

Read in the light of such developments, the Golden Bull itself appears more an enactment of imperial majesty than the abject capitulation before princely particularism that some older views discerned. Dietmar Willoweit thus draws attention to the importance of Roman and canon law in Charles's great constitution. If some elements in it addressed the interests of the electors, others bore the clear marks of imperial authority. In insisting that the temporal electorates descend by primogeniture and forbidding divisions of the electors' lands, the Golden Bull placed sharp constraints upon customary practices. Here the hand of the imperial legislator is seen at work. However, as a number of contributors are at pains to argue, it was particularly through its provisions for the visual, ritual enactment of monarchy that this document, just as did that of Ludwig IV in the wake of his controversial coronation at Rome in 1328.


34. J. Fajt, 'Was ist karolinisch an der Hofkunst Karls IV.?', in GB 1: 349-68.

35. J. Fajt, 'Was ist karolinisch an der Hofkunst Karls IV.?', in GB 1: 349-68.


like Caroline court culture more broadly, raised the emperor high above all others within his Reich.

III

The tendency which these essays display, towards reinstating the emperor as a central and active figure in the Bull’s making, is part of a larger pattern of emphasising Charles’s agency and the role of his own capabilities in defining his monarchy. This emphasis is in its turn underpinned by the heavy concentration of these two volumes upon his image as king and emperor, and particularly on the role of non-textual media in its articulation. This marks one of the most novel and distinctive elements in the approach taken by these pieces to the Golden Bull and its contexts. It is not only under the heading of ‘Performance and Public Image’ that these themes are addressed, although that section alone contains ten substantial essays. The range of media considered is itself remarkably wide, encompassing not only rituals and ceremonies, paintings, sculpture, metalwork and architecture (each the subject of recurrent reference), but more specific genres such as relics (Wolfgang Schmid) and coins (Torsten Fried). Writings from the Caroline court, both pragmatic and more literary, are also surveyed (by Mathias Lawo and Martin Schubert).

Here, the contributors reflect and build upon a trend which has been prominent in recent studies of the political culture of the late medieval Reich, which have brought a new concentration upon its articulation in ritual – through the monarch’s itinerary, for example, through face-to-face interactions with other rulers, or through burial practices. The role of the visual arts in the service of late-medieval emperors has also attracted much scrutiny. Part of the explanation for this trend lies with the tendency in recent decades for intensified bursts of scholarship on the Reich to take their cue from prominent anniversaries and to be linked to the sumptuous exhibitions of medieval artefacts to which these invariably give rise. Both of the milestone years of recent times for reassessment of Charles IV (1978, and now 2006) were marked by this conjunction. More fundamentally, however, recent accounts of the Empire’s political culture attest to the impact of the ‘medial turn’ upon Medieval Studies in general. More specifically, they reflect the spreading influence of the work of prominent early medievalists, notably Gerd Althoff, who have powerfully highlighted the performative elements in medieval political life. The late medieval Reich, which retained, in European comparison, a markedly archaic quality, with limited institutionalisation and bureaucratisation and widespread application of

---


44 G. Althoff, Die Macht der Rituale: Symbolik und Herrschaft im Mittelalter (Darmstadt, 2003); see the review by L. Scales in Early Medieval Europe 13 (2005), 298-301.
ceremony and ritual, has appeared particularly well suited to study from this perspective.\textsuperscript{45}

That it offers a fruitful direction from which to approach the Golden Bull - which is, after all, before all else a text - must at first sight appear more surprising. However, as the contributors to these volumes repeatedly remind the reader, it is a text concerned above all with stabilising and choreographing key constitutional \textit{rituals}: those for creating the Empire's ruler and for his public interactions with his creators, the electors. As Claudia Garnier argues, far from forming a mere decorative adjunct to the serious business of the Bull's promulgation, as older views tended to suppose, the ritual round which marked particularly the Metz assembly constituted its public enactment.\textsuperscript{46} Too long and complex to be proclaimed verbally, the Golden Bull was instead performed, since performance lay at its heart. And it was a performance which contemporaries well understood: in recording the spectacle staged at Metz, chroniclers gave evidence of their reception of the Bull itself.\textsuperscript{47} As Bernd Schneidmüller here insists, it was only through enactment in ritual that constitutional notions - indeed, the imperial monarchy itself - attained live substance: 'Thus the \textit{Reich} was not cast in mere abstract words and concepts but was conjured into being through pictures and mental images. It was seen, felt and sensed - when sitting, processing, serving'.\textsuperscript{48}

Viewing the Golden Bull in these terms makes a great deal of sense.\textsuperscript{49} But it also tends to result in a more unambiguously impressive picture both of the imperial monarchy and of Charles IV than was once customary. Rituals and ceremonies were designed to impress: that was their point. Those which took as their object the Empire and its ruler were contrived so as to magnify their prestige. It is therefore understandable that, observed in ritual garb, the late medieval \textit{Reich} appears a more remarkable thing than when judged under certain other conceivable headings - such as its ruler's annual income, for example, or the size of his military forces. Above all, the Golden Bull's rituals, and those which attended its promulgation, exalted the monarch himself. It was he who received at table the closely-defined services of his greatest temporal princes, just as he appeared in solemn state at Metz to read from the Christmas gospel or to bestow numerous imperial fiefs. There are signs that Charles took steps to ensure that the spectacle of monarchy would have no rival: the electors were specifically forbidden to host lavish entertainments of their own during the assembly.\textsuperscript{50}

It is their concentration upon the performative aspects of the Golden Bull, and on the communicative and image-making dimensions of his reign more broadly, that most explains Charles's enhanced profile in these volumes. Here, the worthy-but-dull conservative realist of the 1978 retrospectives is transformed into an all-controlling impresario of the sacral. It is not hard to find justification for such a view. As more than one contributor points out, there is ample evidence to show that Charles's extensive cultural patronage was guided not only by strong aesthetic judgements, but by a consistent political vision. The king-emperor was intimately involved in his own representation. It was he above all who was responsible for bringing artists from far and wide to his court to work on his image-making projects. His confident command of ecclesiastical Latin not only enabled Charles to set down an account of his own early life, but also to play a part in the creation of a new \textit{vita} of the Bohemian patron, St Wenceslas. He participated actively in the crafting of ritual, including even his own coronation \textit{ordo}, as Lenka Bobková explains, in an essay concentrating on his provisions for his Bohemian kingdom.\textsuperscript{51} The animated Golden Bull of these volumes, a Golden Bull of movement, gesture and performance, is therefore also one which places the emperor, not the electors, centre-stage.

\textbf{IV}

Charles IV was a monarch with a rare capacity, but evidently also a particular need, to communicate politically, in a range of media and with a range of subject groups, within his hereditary lands and in the \textit{Reich} at large. He was, as the reader of these essays is repeatedly reminded, a masterly practitioner of 'propaganda'. But what was he seeking to

\textsuperscript{45} The approach is extended into the early modern period in B. Stollberg-Rilinger, \textit{Des Kaisers alte Kleider: Verfassungsgeschichte und Symbolsprache des Alten Reiches} (München, 2008).

\textsuperscript{46} Garnier, 'Die Ordnung des Reiches', pp. 237-38.

\textsuperscript{47} Garnier, 'Die Ordnung des Reiches', p. 214.


\textsuperscript{49} For this, see also J. Kunisch, 'Formen symbolischen Handelns in der Goldenen Bulle von 1356', in \textit{Vormoderne politische Verfahren}, ed. B. Stollberg-Rilinger (Berlin, 2001), pp. 263-80.

\textsuperscript{50} Garnier, 'Die Ordnung des Reiches', pp. 216-19.

propagate, and to whom — and, most importantly, with what success? The answers to these questions must inevitably colour the judgements passed on that central communicative text, the Golden Bull.

Several contributors identify the political elite of his Bohemian kingdom as a prime intended audience for their king’s self-representation. Olaf B. Rader explains how he planned the creation and location of funerary monuments in his rebuilt St Vitus cathedral in order clearly to portray himself as heir to Bohemia’s ancient ruling dynasty, the Premyslids — and thus, to St Wenceslas himself. As Wolfgang Schmid shows, Charles’s tireless relic-collecting in the Empire’s western borderlands served above all to allow him to pile up sacred objects before Bohemian eyes. Richard Němec, meanwhile, interprets the extensive programme of carved armorials set up in the castle at Lauf, east of Nuremberg on the road to Prague, as conceived above all with the purpose of reconciling the Bohemian high nobility to Luxemburg rule.

What, then, was the outcome of these extensive — and expensive — ‘propaganda’ endeavours? It is one of the seeming ironies of Charles’s legacy that a ruler so exceptionally preoccupied with his own visibility and commemoration left behind no funerary monument of his own to survive into modern times. A tomb certainly once existed, prominently placed in the choir of St Vitus; but within little more than a generation of his death it had evidently been smashed by Hussite iconoclasts, natives of his own Bohemian kingdom. To the indigenous elites of his realm, the scion of the house of Luxemburg could never appear a true heir to the Bohemian past. The year of Charles’s imperial coronation, the year in which the groundwork was laid for the Golden Bull, also saw another, yet more ambitious, work of Caroline legislation — the Maiestas Carolina, codifying Bohemian customary law — ignominiously rejected by the estates of the realm. Even the power of presentation was, it seems, not unlimited.

Rituals were only persuasive when their audiences were prepared to accept the fundamental political claims which they sought to enact: they could not legitimise that which was otherwise perceived as illegitimate.


And for all his mastery of the arts of Inszenierung, it was not only in Charles’s hands that ritual showed itself a powerful resource. When the emperor came to Cologne in February 1357, the town pointedly withheld from him the customary ceremonial reception, angry both at his privileges immoderately favouring their archbishop and, it seems, at the anti-urban provisions of the Golden Bull itself. Charles’s own furious reaction soon forced the burghers to relent, but the point had been made. The souring of relations with the Rhineland metropolis looks forward to the more general breakdown of trust between the emperor and the imperial towns which was to mark his final decade on the throne. Given their unifying theme, the backgrounds of their authors and the direction of current scholarship, it is understandable that these essays should view Charles primarily in an imperial (rather than dynastic-territorial) setting, in ritual dress (rather than amid the hurly-burly of events), and at the height of his power and prestige in 1356. The result, however, is to impute to him rather more agency and more consistency of purpose than the long course of his reign and its complex, ambivalent legacy appear to warrant.

V

The history of the Golden Bull as text, as other contributors to these volumes show, was far from being one of central direction and control. For a general regulation of the Empire’s constitutional and ritual order, Charles’s constitution enjoyed a remarkably modest initial dissemination. Only four full exemplars were at first given out, to the Rhineland electors. The king of Bohemia himself took home a sealed original of only the Nuremberg chapters, in which his kingdom’s privileges were recorded. Two further sealed originals were issued some years later, for the towns of Frankfurt and Nuremberg (each of which had a special standing in the Bull). Although, as Michael Lindner demonstrates, its existence seems to have been surprisingly widely known in Germany from early on, this was not the result of its circulation in exemplars sent out from the imperial chancery, but of more varied and informal communications. The widespread fame which, over the course of subsequent decades, the document gradually attained, was not primarily a reflection of its official issue under the imperial seal. Instead, it was nourished by the numerous copies (173 of which we have

57 For early references, see Lindner, ‘Es war an der Zeit’, pp. 93-97.
knowledge, down to the end of the Middle Ages alone) which were made at various times and places, by diverse hands and for assorted reasons. Whether or not Charles IV really pursued the ambitious 'propaganda' objectives often claimed, the Golden Bull itself was propagated largely in spite of him.

And just as the Bull had no co-ordinated dissemination, so it had no fixed and invariable meaning. Only slowly did it attain the status of binding law for those procedures which it purported to regulate: Charles IV himself set it aside at need. Eberhard Holtz traces the ambivalence made at various times and places, by diverse hands and for assorted reasons.

Binding law for those procedures which it purported to regulate: Charles IV himself set it aside at need. Eberhard Holtz traces the ambivalence made at various times and places, by diverse hands and for assorted reasons. Even a century after its issue, the Habsburg Frederick reissued, 'propaganda' objectives often claimed, the Golden Bull itself was propagated largely in spite of him.

Generations interpreted Charles' constitution differently, each reflecting the problems and perspectives of their day. By turns a privilege, an imperial decree regulating elections, and an exposition of the constitutional dualism of emperor and princes, the Bull's durability lay in its wide scope for diverse readings. And as Arno Buschmann shows, this durability proved impressive indeed. Into the eighteenth century, the Golden Bull remained the subject of learned exposition: the Vollständige Erläuterung of Johann Peter Ludewig (1716, 1719), ran to three volumes and nearly 2,500 pages. Almost to the end of the Reich, successive generations of commentators evolved new ways of understanding the venerable text. They did not lack thoughtful readers. As Michael Niedermeier shows, Goethe himself was familiar not only with the text of the Bull but with Olenschläger's constitutional-historical gloss upon it (1766).

A number of essays, adopting a perspective which has become popular among German medievalists since 1978, view the Golden Bull and its author within a wider, European - and sometimes explicitly Europeanist - frame. Werner Maleczek searches, predictably, largely in vain, for thoughtful and fair-minded contemporary judgements on the Reich, and particularly on its German inhabitants, from the pens of their neighbours. Good Europeans turn out to be in disappointingly short supply, with 'very partial, superficial, cliché-ridden' accounts the norm. Michael Borgolte strains to see in the Bull, and in other constitutional texts of its day, potential reassurance for future authors of a common European constitution. Yet the character of the Empire ensured that, set beside Magna Carta or the Hungarian Golden Bull of 1222, Charles's great enactment looked forward to a special degree to a distant future. For, given the multi-ethnic makeup of the Reich, its historical role was not, as was the case for comparable texts in neighbouring realms, to nurture the long-term development of a political nation, but rather to thwart it.

That we should remember it with respect, without overlooking its drawbacks, is all the more fitting for early twenty-first-century Europeans, given that it did not contribute to the success of the European national state, which - despite significant advances - has brought the people of our continent such interminable suffering.

Not only the emperor himself but the Golden Bull was, in this judgement, peculiarly and precociously 'European'. Just as in times past, then, the Bull continues to be called upon in some quarters to underpin contemporary world-views and legitimise contemporary political projects.

Charles IV himself appears in these essays, in keeping with the trends of recent decades, as a more communitaire monarch than he was painted in some of the older German scholarship. Conflict and confrontation now play a smaller part in the story. Stefan Weiβ thus rejects the staple view that the Golden Bull represented a silent attack upon papal claims to confirm the king-elect (that he is the only contributor to

58 For numbers, see M. - L. Heckmann, 'Zeitnahe Wahrnehmung und internationale Ausstrahlung; die Goldene Bulle Karls IV. im ausgehenden Mittelalter mit einem Ausblick auf die Frühe Neuzeit', in GB 2: 933-1042 (here p. 934).
60 Its changing meanings are summarised in Heckmann, 'Zeitnahe Wahrnehmung', p. 972.
these volumes to engage in depth with this old-favourite theme is itself eloquent testimony to changing priorities). In support, he points to the legitimising presence of a cardinal at the Metz assembly, arguing that the matter of confirmation had simply ceased to be a significant one at the Curia by this date. In the same spirit, Weiß refuses to endorse the accustomed view of the choice of Metz as a meeting-place as aimed at countering French encroachments on the Empire’s western frontier. Instead, he finds amity and kinship to be the prevailing themes in the emperor’s dealings with the house of Valois at his Christmas court.

Charles’s own status within these volumes benefits from the breadth of the comparative frame – no longer confined to the institutionalised kingdoms of the Latin west, the Empire’s traditional yardstick – within which he is viewed. Franz Timnefeld thus finds, not perhaps surprisingly, that the Luxemburger cuts rather an impressive figure when seen beside his enfeebled counterpart in the crisis-stricken East Roman empire of Byzantium (though Timnefeld’s contention, that the emperor proved himself a ‘Mehrer des Reiches’, would certainly not have commanded the unanimous assent of Charles’s contemporaries). Ulrike Hohensee highlights his success in the princely politics of east-central Europe, where his close connections in the west – notably at the Avignon Curia – gave him a clear edge in dealings with competitor dynasties. Charles’s old-established status as master-diplomatist (and tireless traveller) is duly shown to be intact. Pursuing the trans-European vision on a deeper, more structural level tends, however, to yield a more familiar picture, highlighting particularly those things which set the Reich apart.

Comparison of the style of rule of this most French-oriented of emperors with developments beyond his western frontier features prominently in more than one essay. Martin Kintzinger juxtaposes Charles’s ‘staging’ of his monarchy with that of his nephew, Charles V of France, while Bernd Schneidmüller examines the Golden Bull alongside the French king’s *Ordonnances* of 1374. Yet the prevailing impression conveyed by these pieces is of the distinctive qualities, in European comparison, of the late medieval Reich. If the repertoire of forms and motifs deployed by the French and imperial monarchs was in many ways similar, their realms, and the constitutional foundations of their power, nevertheless exhibited striking differences. Contrasts with the Empire, albeit only implicit, are also suggested by an essay by Slawomir Gawlas, investigating the relative importance of principles of election and heredity in the creation of Polish kings between the twelfth and the fifteenth centuries. Although, as Gawlas and other contributors remind the reader, there was nothing remarkable about election as such playing a part in the elevation of kings, the closely-defined, privileged and regulated college of seven set out in the Golden Bull remained unparalleled.

A further substantial sub-group of contributors (Marie-Luise Favreau-Lilie, Uwe Ludwig and Antonella Ghignoli) concentrates upon Charles’s involvements in Italy, while Flaminia Pichiorri’s study of the emperor’s diplomatic personnel also pays special regard to the provisions which he made while south of the Alps. Yet there is perhaps a danger that, in shunning the nationalistically-flavoured parochialism of old, studies of the Luxemburger have now begun to spend just a little too long in scanning remote horizons. In the whole of his long reign, it should be remembered, Charles himself spent only a few months in the south. For all his famed cosmopolitanism, his was fundamentally a northern (and north-eastern) Reich. Reception of his most famous document acknowledges that fact. Almost all the late medieval manuscripts of the Golden Bull were written, and found their first homes, within the Empire’s northern territories, a clear majority of them in the remaining imperial heartlands of southern Germany. Nor did its late medieval
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readers generally bring to the text the European breadth of outlook that some contributors to these volumes would evidently favour. Peter von Andlau, the Bull's earliest serious commentator (1460), concluded that the electors acted on behalf of the German people (to whom the Roman Empire had been translated) and that therefore only Germans should be raised to the throne. 75

VII

It will be some time yet before it becomes possible clearly to judge how far, and in what ways, the most recent round of anniversaries and their rich accompanying publications have shifted perceptions of the Golden Bull and of the reign and achievements of its principal author. That a clear picture remains at this stage elusive is a reflection in part of the sheer number of important studies to appear in the past few years. Among these, the two volumes of essays on the Golden Bull are surely guaranteed a distinguished place. However, the uncertainty facing the reader also reflects the absence from recent work of a strong interpretative viewpoint on the late medieval Reich, beyond a recurrent desire among German medievalists to insist upon its 'European' character and importance. Instead, what stands out, in the Golden Bull essays but also in other recent studies, are not so much new findings or fundamental reassessments as new angles of approach. Most notable among these is the burgeoning interest in political communications, and particularly in the political role of non-textual media. 76

The two Golden Bull volumes extend this approach to Charles IV's great constitution and its political hinterlands with impressive effect. But while the articulation of political images and doctrines in diverse media has been widely studied in recent years, the time is surely now ripe to examine more closely the extent of their contemporary reception and, most importantly, to evaluate their effects. Several contributors to the Golden-Bull volumes do indeed consider questions of audience, both for the Bull itself and for other representations of Charles's monarchy. However, the effectiveness of Caroline image-making still awaits a more critical assessment than it generally receives here. Despite the remarkable scale of his persuasive efforts, the emperor's contemporaries and immediate successors were far less wholeheartedly admiring of his rule than the contributors to these volumes mostly tend to be. Why that should have been the case remains worth pondering.

It may be, moreover, that within the current scholarly vogue for monarchical Inszenierung, texts themselves have received less than their due. The Golden Bull had important consequences for the immediate and long-term distribution of power in the German lands of the Reich. These consequences are not all observable simply from the study of its rituals. Indeed, its ritual order, which placed the emperor clearly at the head of the imperial hierarchy, served to some degree to mask the effect of provisions which reinforced the material power of the princes, or, at least, of a small, select group among them. On the whole, the political consequences of the Golden Bull, by no means wholly favourable to the power of the monarch, receive surprisingly little attention in these essays. Little is said, for example, about the impact of Charles's constitution upon those dynasties which now found themselves definitively outside the charmed circle. The Austrian Privilegium maius (1358-59), an audacious bundle of forgeries ascribing quasi-electoral distinction to the Habsburg dukes, must be judged as much a consequence of the Nuremberg and Metz assemblies (from which the Habsburgs were conspicuously absent) as the Bull itself. It is the sort of document which might appropriately have received a little more scrutiny in a collection such as this. 77

The contributors are much concerned with the matter of late medieval political communications. On the whole, their concentration is upon the mobile 'centre' represented by the imperial court, with its focus in the person of the monarch. However, the evidence which they bring forth points towards a much more complex communicative process, in which a host of other actors were also significantly involved. Reports of the assemblies at Nuremberg and Metz mostly gave little hint of the great constitution drawn up there; yet knowledge of the document seems rapidly to have become fairly widespread in Germany. Very few originals were issued by the imperial chancery; yet within a comparatively short time-span numerous texts of the Bull were in existence, as a consequence of processes in which the court was no more than peripherally involved. It may now be time for students of the political culture of the late-medieval Reich to turn away from the monarch and his immediate followers for a while, to consider more intensively those

75 Buschmann, 'Die Rezeption der Goldenen Bulle', p. 1074.
76 On political communications, see also now Politische Öffentlichkeit im Spätmittelalter, ed. M. Kintzinger and B. Schneidmüller (Ostfildern, 2011).
77 Though Habsburg reaction to the Bull is not altogether neglected: thus, Lindner, "Theatrum praecedentiae", pp. 188-92.
elements in German society at large which helped to nurture and sustain the imperial idea. For it was not primarily at the monarchical centre but at many other diverse locations within the varied political landscapes of the Empire's northern lands that the Golden Bull came to be endowed with significance — and thus, to attain its remarkable longevity.
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